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I am once and forever leaving Twitter. Two things happened that proved there is a
hate group operating on Twitter to hurt people and families; I can’t witness it any
longer. I don’t have that kind of evil in my heart.
The “hate group” that you speak of is the one that you, Stephen Fisher, lead. I had
absolutely NO problem with you whatsoever when I asked you to travel to Utah
to help with TWO THINGS on Kandis Harris’ case. I informed Dx and KK that I
asked you and they supported me in this decision. I never told you this, but you
were actually the second “boots on the ground” person I asked to travel to Utah. I
in some ways screwed him over and put my trust in you instead, because I
thought I knew you better than I knew him. I supported you and believed in you
even though several others from the community told me you were problematic. I
try to judge people based on my personal experiences first and foremost, even
though you made MANY enemies previous to that. Cases which folks have sent
me a lot of the facts on.
You decided to badmouth me to CE while pretending to be my friend. I did
NOTHING to you. You were badmouthing me while asking me to help you with
your website. It’s two-faced behavior. When I asked CE why you were doing this,
she said that your goal was to take down the other men in this community. I do
not know if that is true, but it seems reasonable. In addition to badmouthing me,
you invented an FBI Detective/Agent out of the human trafficking advocate I
asked you to meet with. Then you used the foundation of this lie to create several
others, like the illegal taking down of my Twitter account, which I have proven
publicly was a lie.
You also lied about a missing minor, and you lied about her family. This is why the
family made a report on you as well. This is why the grandmother called up the
advocate and told her that she never wants you near the case again. This is why

we both told the Detective and SLC police working the case about you and your
allegations, both of whom said they NEVER heard of you despite you continuing
to say you worked with local police.
I didn’t HATE you Fischer. I HATED how you targeted me for no reason. I HATED
how you manipulated dozens of people who liked me and appreciated my work
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for months, even before you joined this community. I was up until that point
complimenting you on Noojin Nix, another person you manipulated to turn
against me, with lies.
First subhuman Irina sold out Coty, a beautiful (I’m talking about inside) woman
who never harmed anyone. She sold her out because Irina is furious at herself for
giving Nerdy a false background report on me and had all his emails from the
week before attached to the fucking thing, and he posted it on his blog. I was
shocked when I saw them all. The “wood fence” alerts coming from your site, the
Google ad words report, and even your “park mobile” notifications, were all
attached as PDF’s the first time you uploaded the background report (such a
computer genius)
Anyway, Irina sold another woman out, and @bullshitdetector aka
@missingmisseries aka Melanie White did something I wasn’t aware another
human being could do; she stooped so low that she said I was lying about the
death of my Mother. She claimed my mother died of “cancer.” Melanie
challenged my integrity, thinking I lied about my mother’s suicide. I hope Karma
puts you in the dirt also, and I mean that. That’s not a threat; that is just
something I pray for once you wrote that comment. And I have strong faith in
Karma.
I do not know anything about this above but your flowery language towards CE
(repeatedly calling her “amazing” and “beautiful” every time you drag her name
on social media), is just more efforts to manipulate her and other sensitive
women reading your words here. Calling her amazing and beautiful after the
disgusting and scary language you used in your Blackmail Letter, is shockingly
devoid of self-awareness. It actually makes my hair stand up on my arm each time
I see you characterize the women that you targeted, in such gracious terms. Many
women who have been victims of abusive men see right through this charade.
Again, you attempted to coerce CE to take your side in a public feud with another
man. Then you sent her a Blackmail Letter ordering her to shut her mouth, or else.
Lastly you posted a tweet that motivated her to reactivate, jump on a call with
you, and publicly change her story. A story that she then corrected a second time
after Myself, Kristin, Nerdy and others were horrified that she threw us
under the bus to protect herself from you. That she made nice with her abuser to
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protect herself, while not blinking twice how it would or was impacting us.
I also want to make this clear for you. CE, I believe is close to 30 years your junior,
who is married and with kids. Your behavior was ALWAS inappropriate with her,
which she acknowledged to me in text messages. People far smarter than me
here on these topics referred to it as GROOMING. It appears that you attempted
to groom her, and then when you couldn’t control her decisions, you attempted
to coerce, blackmail, threaten, an now manipulate and harass her.
I will also say this. CE was furious at me for going forward with her name. I am
personally extending my apology to her for that. You know what she told me at
the time Fischer? That she was angry that both you and I used her name, but she
was happy with Nerdy because he didn’t. The exact order of events:
1. Nerdy posted that you threatened CE without using her name.
2. You dragged CE name publicly, lying that you never threatened her.
3. I posted that you absolutely did threaten CE without using her name, while
also sharing the lies you were telling about me, a missing minor and her
family.
4. I tried to convince CE to come forward publicly or go to police at this point.
She made it clear to me that she was not going to speak out against you
publicly out of fear of what you “would do next”, but she agreed to go to
the police. There was NEVER a threat to get her arrested her. Ever.
5. You engaged in a multi-day harassment campaign against me, making a
Wednesday threat to “prove JP wrong” and “embarrass” CE.
6. Your threat above convinced CE to reactivate and publicly change her story
– protecting her abuser… YOU. I and others sent her a screenshot of your
threatening tweet.
7. You used her changed statement to accuse me of lying and that you were
going to SUE ME for it.
8. I and others who felt thrown under the bus, asked CE to fix her false
statement. She did.
9. You continued to use only her first, false statement, to continue defaming
me, Nerdy and the others. You pretended like she never released a second
one that better reflected the truth.
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10.I became frustrated and decided to go forward with her name as I was tired
of getting dragged and threatened for NOT lying.
11.Since then, CE has been angry with me. I am personally extending my
apology to her, even though I do still feel hurt by her.
As I leave Twitter, the facts are the facts, no matter how much Nerdy wants to
deflect from them. In the last month, DX, Rose, Twerk, Nik, me, and a few others
alone reunited three missing people with their families. But it’s become so
embarrassing what Nerdy and JP have created with their “if we are not the ones
finding the missing, then we are going to burn this mother fucker down”
mentality. It’s because you are in this for you, not the missing or the families. And
that’s the exact reason you suck at this and can’t find anyone.
Think about that because it’s true. Results matter, and you can’t challenge our
results.
Results do matter, but so does the TRUTH. Anybody who has been involved in this
community and knows of my existence, knows how embarrassingly dishonest this
is. Fischer, for the 7th time, I have been involved in 14 missing person cases, and I
have helped find 13 of them, 12 found alive, and 9 of which I led or co-led and
provided the tip to family/LE for. Two of the people you mentioned helped me on
some of these cases. See below:
• Melissa (found, deceased) – I was responsible for the media pressure that
led to LE actions.
• Annemarie (found alive – 3 times!) – Dx and KK helped me with this case.
• Jonah (found alive) – Dx, Rose and N helped me with this case.
• Kayleigh and Vincent (found alive) – I was responsible for the media push
that led to a sighting in a NY subway.
• Kiara (found alive) – Dx led, and I helped her with this case.
• Jade and Izzy (found alive) – I didn’t lead but helped the community with
media and LE push.
• Haley (found alive) – I didn’t lead but helped the community with media
and LE push. I know some things about this case that nobody else knows.
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• Amber and Noah (found alive) – I didn’t lead but helped the community
with media and LE push.
• Chris (found alive) – I was responsible for getting the DOJ listing that
resulted in his identification, as he now sits in a hospital across the country.
• Kandis (pending) – I left voluntarily following your chaos; family kicked you
off and LE was made aware of who you are and the rumors you were
spreading. Reports were filed against you in multiple ways, in case you start
your shit again.
• Gary (found alive) – I don’t know if I did anything of value except be there
for the family of my childhood friend.
• I have also provided ideas across several other cases, including Daniel
Robinson, which the family kicked you off of.
• This list also doesn’t include over a hundred hours of graphic design work
making flyers and billboards, several of which led to the successful
reunification of families.
So again, for the record, I was involved in 14 missing person cases, 13 that were
found, 1 pending, and 9 of which I had a led or co-led and was directly responsible
for the success of the case. I have made many friends with families and friends of
the missing people I helped find. I have made numerous connections with law
enforcement, from officers to Detectives and Sergeants. With the exception of
your unproven allegation on Kandis’ case, I worked great with every family and LE
official I came across. Multiple families have praised me publicly on Twitter for
finding their loved on. Not sure if you were even in the community at this point,
but I hosted a Spaces with a Detective and Lt Detective of the NYPD Human
Trafficking Squad, after my tip led to their successful pickup of Annemarie. Dx and
KK were co-hosts and helped with that case. Many people from the community
attended, and those who did, heard them giving me praise for helping them have
success finding her.
Nerdy had Irina release texts from Coty tonight. He had bragged he was going to
do it. So, I decided to tell the real story and release a few pieces of our long
message thread (most of our conversations were on the phone). I always told
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Coty I would lie and take the bullet instead of releasing any of the texts to prove
the real story, but I know Nerdy is purposely trying to trap her, so I feel it’s best
for her even if she disagrees. I sincerely apologize to her. Nerdy and JP are mean
people that will go to any length to control the narrative.
When Coty was having those feelings associated with depression that Nerdy said,
“Steve drove her to,” actually, that was Nerdy that drove her to that point. He
threatened to call her husband if she didn’t trap me. JP and Sporty then doubled
down and told her they would have her arrested that night if she didn’t file a
police report against me. They convinced her that I showed her a piece of
evidence in a case (which was my evidence to do what I wanted with). JP was
furious because I told him that detectives called him a DIPSHIT and asked me not
to tell him anything about the case. He couldn’t control his anger, and he and
Sporty told her she was going to jail if she didn’t file a report. So, she agreed but
then immediately rescinded and said no. Ask DX about him treating her similarly if
she didn’t “defend him.”
Coty was telling me all this as it was happening, but she was scared of both of
them. Nerdy had her home address because he was trying to work an angle on
her saying he was starting a “youtube show,” and he wanted her to be the host.
She knew what he would do, the same thing he was doing to Nik at that very
time—extorting her husband and family.
When this began, the day after Nik went into treatment, Coty and I had about a 3hour disagreement. She confessed to me that Nerdy wore her down, and she
shared some of our DM’s with him. I then asked DX to deliver a letter to Coty,
which she did. This is the “extortion letter” nerdy keeps talking about. It was a
very civil letter that said if she shared anymore, I would release our entire text
thread, so nothing was taken out of context because there was much talk about
how horrible Nerdy is. And I reminded her there were some sensitive
conversations in that thread that were just meant for her and me to see. It was
not a threat; I let her know what I would do and what was fair. That’s not
extortion.
I encourage you to look at the dates of the texts. They are well after Nerdy says
she was “run off Twitter by an extortionist.” Coty and I are fine. That was me
protecting her from him and JP. If they still want to ruin her life, then there are
other ways of protecting her, as I proved to Nerdy today as I watched his bloated
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body sitting by the pool being served (well, he ran like a coward to room 8 and
tried to hide). Have your people explain to me again how I’m not good at what I
do, Nerdy ☺
I shoved that comment right up bullshitdetector/missingmisseries/Melanie’s ass
(they are all the same person)
There are so much manipulative Bullshit ramblings here, but I will cover the most
important bits:
Dx did in fact send Fischer’s Blackmail Letter to CE. I have been protecting Dx ever
since. Why? I don’t know. She was very savvy at manipulating me into thinking we
were “close friends”, telling me how much she “loved me” (like a friend), and then
she would be “devastated if anything ever happened to me”. Though she
betrayed me, I still for some reason have a small soft spot for her, which I hate.
For those who do not know, I was the one who asked Nerdy to remove her
personal info from his blog.
Everyone can read the Blackmail letter for themselves as it is now posted. It was
disgusting and it was scary. Dx was still pretending to be my friend at that time,
and repeatedly pleaded to me how sorry she was for “doing Steve’s bidding” by
sending CE that criminal letter. Dx said that she apologized to CE. She also told me
that she told Fischer that she was not happy with herself for doing it, and in
response Fischer called Dx a “Coward” and blocked her. Dx privately referred to
Fischer as “scary” and “crazy” and then viciously turned on me when I asked her
to come forward and speak the truth. Dx knows 99.9% of everything I know,
including the Detective’s response to Fischer’s allegations and the family’s
response to Fischer’s rumors about the missing minor. Dx knows that Fischer has
been lying about everything. She obviously also has known, even before I did, that
Fischer was the one who terrified CE off social media with his Blackmail letter.
CE again spoke to Myself, Kristin, Nerdy, and a few others offline when she was
deactivated and terrified. I have only named the people above, who have publicly
confirmed on their own that this happened, but I am aware of at least 6 people
(including myself) who CE shared the same story of Fischer threatening her,
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making her depressed and making her anxious. I spoke to CE both in a Signal
group chat and in a Signal group call.
I will send the FULL text messages between myself and CE, and/or with myself
and DX, without Fischer’s manipulated analysis, to anybody who asks. DM me and
they are ALL yours. You can finally see the full truth for yourselves without the lies
and manipulative tactics, and without me being screamed at to remove to protect
people who could care less about protecting me.
I am proud of my work and the group I found at the end of my run, but I did not
enjoy my time here. Two people made it toxic and hateful and about them
instead of about the missing and the families. Families at the lowest point of their
lives live in fear of the unknown. I watched one of these families at the most
frightening time of their life be dropped in the form of a tweet because a family
member went into spaces with people Nerdy disapproved of. Nerdy’s ego was
more important than Vlad’s life. I want no part of any platform that hosts that
kind of hate group. That’s not who I am or who I ever will be.
You see, I am opposite of you, Nerdy. I have integrity, I tell the truth, I have never
once struck a woman, I work hard, and I am successful, and I give back to the
community; I don’t steal from it or intentionally wreak havoc on it. I am the
opposite of you and am very proud of that. I’m proud I was on a team that
reunited missing persons with families. I’ll never have a super follower Nerdy
because it’s not about me it’s about helping when fellow humans need help more
than ever. At their most vulnerable time. It’s an opportunity to take a little weight
and burden off the family's heavy hearts.
I can only speak for myself. I have conducted myself with respect,
professionalism, and kindness since I came here. The one time I got a little out of
hand, I came back and apologized, sincerely, and almost everyone who was hurt
by my words forgave me. You, Fischer, have consistently proven to have extreme
Narcissistic tendencies and nobody believes we will ever see you admit a mistake
and apologize about anything – despite this being ALL your doing.
I have worked with several different people, multiple families, and LE across
varying positions. I have NEVER had any real issue until I directly got involved with
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you, Fischer, on a case. All the issues I have in this community now stem from
calling out YOUR lies, threats, harassment, and doxing.
You do not have Integrity Fischer. You have not had a very successful record here
on missing cases. You do not tell the truth. You do work hard, but you work hard
to hurt and smear people who call you out on your BS. You have caused an
extreme amount of havoc. It’s become a full-time job for you, to harm. Don’t ask
me, ask David Robinson and the people who worked and are still working hard on
that case. I have most of the facts of what happened there. Ask Kandis Harris’
grandmother and Aunt. Ask Naomi’s family. Ask 2/3rds of Vladek’s family.
Everybody cannot be wrong about you man.
I will throw you a bone here though. I didn’t lie about the family believing a
certain dirtbag may have tried to swindle them out of $2500, but it WAS NOT
YOU. I protected your name because it wasn’t proven yet. You on the other hand
have levied dozens of direct and targeted false criminal allegations against Me,
Nerdy and the people who use the #NBM tag.
There is a lot of criminal behavior here and you are making a wise choice to walk
away now instead of continuing.

END OF STATEMENT
Read the text messages between Coty and me if you need to see them. They were
private, but you wore me down, Nerdy. I’m proud I didn’t win, to be honest. I have
a heart and soul. So, this ends now; I leave Twitter. There is an open legal
proceeding that will continue, of course. And there is one score that will be settled,
not on Twitter, but bullshitdetector (we know who you are); we will settle that
comment about my mother’s death that I promise.
I will leave this up until Sunday, June 12th; then, I will log in and delete the account. I
will not check it before then, and I am disabling comments.
Steve
I urge you to listen to me and dozens of women here who have stated the same.
Please go to therapy. Please work on your obvious anger issues, the misogyny,
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these narcissistic tendencies that have influenced you to hurt hardworking, good
people here over and over again. Also try and get help for the constant lying and
manipulation as well. It is obvious to most, and most at this point is over a
hundred people from this community. I do hope you get the help you need. If you
are willing to work on these things, I will personally root for you, and will show
grace if/when you ever decide to return a better person and man.
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1.12 D - Compilation of Harassment & Attacks
**Stephen Fischer tweets from the following handles, (he changes his @ regularly): @SFischer,
SF_investigates, @former_holder, @June22Evidence, @June22ComingUp and
@ThePeopleVsAli - as seen in first (6) screenshots below. **It is also important to note that
there is little interaction with his posts, as everyone in the community is fearful of also being
harassed/doxed, as he does with anyone who publicly supports me, (examples included below).
**Some examples provided have already been deleted.

**HARASSMENT & ATTACKS AS SEEN BELOW:

**Steve knows the
identity of (@tkarnes1) which is Tyler Karnes. In the screenshot above he falsely accuses Tyler
of being a rapist and copied the first sentence of an article purposely omitting the first name to
make it look as though the article was about Tyler. He did not include the link, (as shown in
screenshot above). Below is a screenshot of the article he copied from word for word, which
clearly identifies Damien Karnes as the rapist, not Tyler Karnes.

C/))sQ

In the screenshot above, (bottom paragraph), Stephen makes claim of ads targeting him. This
Google ad campaign (below) shows proof that there are (0) ads attached to him.

Stephen’s “goodbye” letter, (before he changed his handle and returned) is shown in the
(3) screenshots below. Includes providing the full name of another anonymous
community member, (@missesmysteries) even though he is fully aware that she is
actively hiding from her abusive father. Her response is immediately below the third final
page.

Testimonies/Witness accounts below:

